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Complete Piano Sonatas [Hans von Bulow, Sigmund Lebert, Ludwig van Beethoven] on calendrierdelascience.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. (Piano Collection). All 32 sonatas from volumes one and two (edited by Von
Bulow/Lebert) have been combined into one.
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Beethoven: Complete Piano Sonatas Licensed to YouTube by Entertainment One U.S., LP (on behalf of Musical
Concepts); Public Domain Compositions, and 2 Music Rights Societies.

Sonata for Piano No. On these eleven CDs from Alfred Brendel one is able within seconds to select any
movement from any sonata with an ease quite beyond that of the LP. Banding identifies every movement,
whether linked or separated musically, and the actual format, I have found, has added to my appreciation and
enjoyment. Where with some Wagner operas, for example, the compactness of CD format has not been very
evident, here the 11 discs are housed in just three hinged plastic boxes, the first two containing four discs each,
the third three discs, all neatly packaged along with a booklet in a slip-case. One notes that the LP equivalent
involves 13 records. With tape hiss reduced to a minimum the digital transfers are first rate with plenty of
percussive bite, though inevitably with the extra clarification of CD tiny discrepancies of sound are more
evident. The point is that in my experience CD actually encourages you to go on listening in a way I have not
generally found with this set on LP. I have enjoyed the late sonatas in particular. Brendel rarely chooses
tempos that might be regarded as eccentric or wilful in the way that Barenboim occasionally does. This time
the spontaneity is even more evident. The recordings were made in Paris over a relatively short period
between and early Barenboim took far longer over the HMV series, as did Brendel over his for Philips, and
that is reflected in good ways and less good. In some of the early sonatas for example there is now a tendency
from time to time for Barenboim to rush fences, to give a hint of breathlessness with already fast speeds. That
is the exception, as indeed are the passages where plainly the pianist is taxed technically. Unlike Brendel,
Barenboim uses the very stress to intensify the expression, the feeling of living communication. Even more
than before these are performances full of flair, with the Appassionata first movement, for example, used more
overtly for display, with extremes of light and dark made even more striking. Conversely the second and third
movements are now plainer and simpler, the second taken at a more flowing Andante con moto. It is hard to
generalize about the developments in the Barenboim approach. The first point to recognize is his consistency,
though broadly he treats the early sonatas rather more lightly than he did before, and that contrast is most
evident in the first sonata of all, which on HMV Barenboim made unusually powerful, weighty even. This
time the first movement is lighter and more urgent, the second simpler and more flowing, and generally
throughout the cycle Barenboim places more importance on lyrical line, helped by a warmer recording
acoustic, with the piano placed a little farther away than on his HMV series or with Brendel and the
reverberation nicely judged to give bloom without confusion. This is very different and much more agreeable
than the often aggressive sound which DG engineers have regularly given to Emil Gilels in Beethoven
sonatas. The first movement of the E major Sonata, Op. The first movement of the Moonlight Sonata I find
relatively disappointing, plainer, less hushed, missing the veiled tone quality which was so compelling before,
but the light, flowing finale of Op. The first movement of Op. All three movements of the Waldstein are this
time more lyrical, and that rule applies most notably in the late sonatas, not just in slow movements but
equally strikingly in the great fugal movements, where inner parts are brought out more clearly and warmly.
The close of the sonata is now steadier, less impulsive, if anything an even more satisfying conclusion, a
reflection of maturity gaining over youthful exuberance. The counterpart slow movement of the
Hammerklavier is a shade faster than before, not quite so hushed or rapt, but I prefer the outer movements this
time, the first more forthright though still well below the controversial metronome marking, the finale
bringing more extreme contrasts of light and dark, as do the first movements of Opp. These are some of the
more notable contrasts, but the whole new series is welcome not as a complete replacement of the HMV cycle,
which remains a powerful and intense document of a formidably searching young interpreter, but as further
evidence of the developing role of the gramophone, not pinning down interpretations rigidly for ever, setting
them like flies in amber, so much as giving a living document of an interpreter at a particular period. I
certainly look forward to this fine, revealing cycle being brought out on CD as well, though DG does not yet
plan that. In the meantime the 12 LPs bring substantial advantages over the HMV series, not just in the quality
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of the digital recording but in presenting the sonatas on each record as near consecutively as possible and with
no sonata, except the Hammerklavier, broken between sides.
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Sonata for Piano 1 in F minor, Op. Sonatas 1, 10, 13, 5, 12, 22, 4, 17, 18, 14 Disc 2: Sonatas 3, 19, 26, 7, 28,
6, 24, 16, 29 Disc 3: While three recorded cycles of the sonatas may be a remarkable achievement, what is
more impressive is that this was the forty-ninth time Buchbinder has played all the sonatas in a series of
concerts! And he has since done them once again to reach fifty! Both artists tend to interpret Beethoven in a
reasonably straightforward way, eschewing virtuosity for its own sake and both striving for a fairly objective
approach. That said, Buchbinder is emotionally warmer than Brendel, who, though insightful, can come across
as cold and sometimes tonally brittle. Yes, it can certainly be done, if one devotes the necessary time and
effort, but unless one cycle or the other is obviously superior in some way, the task becomes nearly futile.
Still, certain judgments can be made. I will say this: So, right off, that may be a deal breaker for many
potential buyers. Inclusion of repeats may play a role in that wide gap, but Barenboim, as I note later on, can
stretch tempos a bit. I also possess huge chunks of other cycles, including the very excellent ongoing one of
James Brawn on MSR Classics thus far a very successful endeavor , Brendel on Philipps and Vox, Biret on
Naxos, Ashkenazy on Decca and a few others. There are no misfires in his set. The Mozart-tinged First Sonata
also struck me as a stronger work than I had previously thought. Wisely, Buchbinder eschews playing the
repeats of the development section and reprise in the first movement of Sonata 2, though he of course plays
the exposition repeat. Overall, he gives this sonata the combination of joy, humor and grandeur, all in proper
measure. The Third Sonata is a delight, as Buchbinder deftly captures all the humor and mischief in the first
movement, the solemn but lovely lyricism and mystery in the second, the playfulness of the Scherzo and the
merriment of the finale. His Pathetique is grim and filled with tension, and he makes an excellent case for 11,
whose first movement may strike many as quirky and not quite first-rate Beethoven. Personally, I think this is
a fine sonata, somewhat underrated and thus under-appreciated. The second movement is appropriately perky
and the finale dramatic in its drive and power. The Pastoral features a serene and warm opening movement
and a perky Andante that seems to foreshadow Schubert. Buchbinder delivers a deftly mischievous Scherzo
and then appropriately returns to a feeling of serenity in the finale, though adding a bit of playfulness too.
When I first listened to the Waldstein I thought it sounded a little hectic, perhaps rushed in the first movement.
The finale is glorious, even if some of the notes in the middle register are not as crisply played as one might
wish and despite a couple of instances of hesitations and sudden drops in dynamics that seem slightly
overdone. He utterly captures the stately character of the second movement and both the anxiety and conflict
of the thrilling finale. The first two movements get splendid performances and, for once, the third movement
at Barenboim by comparison is nearly seven minutes longer here and loses my interest, but his performance is
not necessarily unusual, as Christoph Eschenbach surpasses him by three minutes or so! His performances of
the last three sonatas are fully convincing too. As suggested above the sound reproduction and video quality
are first-rate on these three Blu-ray discs. The camera work becomes a challenge in any such effort, as you
only have one person and one instrument to focus on. While there are many excellent sets of the Beethoven
sonatas on CD to choose from as I suggested above, this is my choice on video and also a very strong
contender in any format.
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The first complete recording of the Hummel piano sonatas on fortepiano! The name of Hummel usually is related to two
other musical giants of his period: Mozart and Beethoven. Hummel was a pupil of the former and a rival of the later, both
being piano virtuosos in Vienna.

This excellent series on nine SACDs from BIS, and so recorded with great attention to sound quality, has a
superb marriage of familiarity Brautigam is renown for his interpretations of Beethoven and interpretative
depth. The sonatas have the added attraction of being played on instruments whose sound is akin to that for
which Beethoven wrote them throughout his career: Like the very greatest Beethoven interpreters, Brautigam
plays the music as though its unfolding were inevitable; as though Beethoven could have written no other
notes. This has the side-effect of making the listener feel both "at home" with the sonatas, and swept along
with their innate qualities of beauty, reflection and profundity. At the same time, Brautigam never ceases to
probe and explore the novel and the fresh from these central works of the piano canon. They are laid out
almost in chronological order the two Op. A sense of humor, even. Such at times almost "angry" tempi suit the
fortepiano too. The notes tumble rather than trip, then trip rather than tremble. But a confidence that will
always have two sides at least for a self-aware creative genius. The more "neutral" moments. And perhaps of
revealing them more as late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century ears would have heard them than
must ours. One feels that Brautigam achieves this insight thanks to a mixture of impeccable technique and
interpretative thoughtfulness. As an example of the former, listen to the breathtaking final presto movement of
the "Appassionata" [CD. Of the latter to the way in which Brautigam develops the mounting pressure which
the "Waldstein" exerts [CD. So they also reflect the changes that were happening in instrument-making in the
40 years between and In all cases, though, there is a smooth, warm, almost satin-like quality to the sound.
Few listeners are likely to long for the more familiar sound of the pianoforte. Indeed there are many moments
when only the fortepiano will do: Beethoven marks both the majestic start of Op. Brautigam varies individual
dynamics and makes the lack of Sustain work in such a way that there is never a hint of what detractors of the
instrument and its use might call "twang" or "tinkle". He exploits the variance between registers which
characterizes the instrument, in contrast to the flatter sound of the modern piano. Yet at the same time we
never hear the gratuitously unexpected. This amounts to saying that we feel in the safest of handsâ€¦ a
characteristic of the greatest interpreters of Beethoven. There is something elemental. Not always included in
such "complete" cycles are the extra works on CD 9. For many, this sense of wholly justified power in the
playing will surely reveal something new in these sonatas. These "extra" sonatas make a substantial encore
after perhaps listening to the music reach its "other world" climax in Op. As far as the special nature of the late
sonatas goes, you get a taste for a certain matter-of-fact approach in the Adagio sostenuto of the
Hammerklavier [CD. But absent are any lingering or deliberation over feelings, any sense that Beethoven has
expended much emotional anguish, and any sense that these late slow movements virtually create new music
altogether, if not actual new forms of expression. In fact, Brautigam is prioritizing a staunchly Classical
approach to these sonatas. His phrasing and pace are measured rather than romantic. Introspection and any
tendency to dwell on the moment are inappropriate â€” unnecessary even â€” for Brautigam. Then his playing
of Op. In the light of this, the "practical" approach which Brautigam takes to the final Op. Yet it speaks to the
greatness of the composer through his music, not because we know that to acknowledge his greatness is
expected of us. The final music is, after all, marked Molto semplice. Take this approach in the context of the
serenity with which the final Rondo of the "Waldstein" [CD. If you want to enjoy the richness and ways in
which the fortepiano can project the essence of the music, then this can safely be recommended as the one
cycle to go for. It has a slight resonance; enough to "feed" each of the three instruments used. Closely miked,
each note, nuance and phrasing is audible throughout at as wide a variety of dynamics as the fortepiano is able
to produce. But Brautigam is at the top of the field, of course, and able to pull one timbre and shade after
another from his instruments. There is never any lack of variety and subtlety; and all are captured admirably
by the BIS engineers. The booklet in English, German and French guides us disk by disk through the works.
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During his first 12 years in vienna, the genre was a key testing-ground for beethoven: of the 32 piano sonatas he
published, 23 were composed, without interruption, between & in other words, between the revelatory trios op. 1 & the
years in which he produced the eroica symphony & the first version of fidelio.

Chapter 6 : Piano Sonatas (Complete), Volume 1: Piano Book: Ludwig van Beethoven
Find album reviews, stream songs, credits and award information for Beethoven: Complete Piano Sonatas - Maurizio
Pollini on AllMusic -

Chapter 7 : Hummel: Complete Piano Sonatas - Brilliant Classics
Find album reviews, stream songs, credits and award information for Haydn: Complete Piano Sonatas - Various Artists
on AllMusic.

Chapter 8 : Haydn: Complete Piano Sonatas - Various Artists | Songs, Reviews, Credits | AllMusic
The entire corpus of Beethoven's piano sonatas is contained in this two-volume work â€” 32 sonatas in all. Volume One
contains the fifteen sonatas from Beethoven's first period, including the popular PathÃ©tique, Moonlight, and Pastorale
sonatas. Volume Two contains the 17 sonatas from Beethoven's.

Chapter 9 : Hummel: Complete Piano Sonatas - Brilliant Classics: BR - 3 CDs or download | Presto Classic
For many collectors in the s, the budget priced Vox Turnabout LPs of the Beethoven Sonatas and Concertos were a
revelation, and introduced an amazing young talent to the public.
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